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by Steve Thomas, N6ST

N6ST using his bosun's chair
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A few years ago, while contemplating the
construction of my present antenna system, I
could already imagine the sore insteps I'd
have from spending hours standing on the
narrow rungs of the tower.
When I mentioned my problem to a
yachting friend, he said, "What you need is a
bosun's chair." Almost keeling over in
suspense, I responded, "Okay, I give up.
What's a bosun's chair."
He described a chair made of heavy
canvas, with a wooden seat that's used to
hoist a sailor up a mast or down the side of a
ship-to do repairs, painting, or cleaning. I
barely let him finish before I bolted for the
door, headed for West Marine.
You "put on" a bosun's chair using straps
around your waist and between your legs.
Canvas arms on each side, which become
vertical when the chair is in use, have heavyduty eyelets.
continued on page 8

ARRLNews
by Chuck McConnell, W6DPD,
Pacific Division ARRL Director
There are now 563,000 U.S. hams, 172,000
of them Technician Class. More than 3,000
new hams per month were licensed in
February, March, and April bringing ARRL
membership to an all-time high of 158,000.
The Amateur Radio Protection Act (HR73
and S 1372) now has 177 sponsors in the
House. But it must be passed by December
or it will die. Please read page 44 of the J u1y
QST and write letters to your senators and
representatives!

The July NCDXC Meeting
at Harry's Hoffbrau in Palo Alto July 10
begins at 7; attitude adjustment begins at 6.
The featured speaker will be announced on
the Thursday Night W6TI Net.
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General Meeting
The June meeting took place on the 12th at the Farmhouse Restaurant in
Redwood City. Bob, KN6J, presided. (Bill, W6TEX, was on vacation.)
Guests included two California Poly (San Luis Obispo) students on summer
break and KC6WCG, in addition to those applying for membership and the
guest speakers.
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Dick, N6RC, introduced the two guest Russians-Peter, UA3AOC, and Gene, RA3AA.
They discussed the events at the Russian White House during last summer's coup.
Garry, NI6T, introduced the second speaker, Wally Hanifin ofPG&E, who gave a slidetalk on locating "power leaks."
Garry Shapiro (NI6T) presented Wally (and his wife) with a thank-you plaque. Garry
named it "The First Annual Wally Award".
Stan, K6MA, gave a first reading for John Farber, KG61, an instructor at Foothill
College. John has 260 mixed, with 178 on CW, and an Extra Class license. He lives in
Los Gatos. Walter Miller, AF6T, an engineering manager at NSI Technical Services also
had a first reading. Walt, who has 190 mixed and is active in NCCC, is an Extra. His
home QTH is Saratoga.
In his second reading Jim Muiter, N6TDC, was voted into membership. Jim, a IS-yearold high school student, has 102 mixed and is working on his Extra. He also is Editor of
the San Mateo RC's newsletter QRM and a member of ARRL His father (Jim, W6KXG)
was also 15 when he joined the club in 1958.
Steve, W6MKM, announced the Garlic Train, which will run from San Francisco to
Gilroy during Gilroy's Garlic Festival-July 25 and 26. In fact, two Garlic Trains will
leave "The City" at 9 and 9:30 and return from Gilroy,leaving the festival at 3:45 and
4:45. The trains are sponsored by the Golden Gate Railroad museum (of which Steve is
an enthusiastic member--ed.)
Annual elections were held for NCDXC officers and
all offices except director-at-large were filled by
floor motions to accept those recommended by the
nomi-nating committee-Randy, WB6CUA, and
Smitty, W6JZU-by proclamation. Dick,
WB6WKM, was nominated from the floor by Frank,
K6RQ, and his nomination was seconded, so
Directors-at-Large were chosen by written ballot.
The new elected officers and directors:
President: ......................... Bob, KN6J
Vice President: ................ George, WA60
Secretary: ........................ Garry, NI6T
Treasurer: .............. .......... Melissa, AA6TD
Director at Large: ............ Dewey, KG6AM
Director at Large: ............ Ralph, AG6Q

Randy, WB6CUA

Board of Directors Meeting
The BOD did not meet in June.
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Roster Changes
New Member:

Address Changes:
Len Geraldi
9705 Old Redwood Highway
Pengrove, CA 94951
(no phone number given)

James "Jim" Muiter, N6TDC
4233 Wooster Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403
home: 415/345-6973
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by John Kanode, N4MM (May '92)
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Beverly Boots, W A6BSS
Box 1432
Woodland, CA 95776 (new zip)
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Please send your check to:
NCDXC Treasurer
Box 608
Menlo Park, CA 94026-0608

July 1992

Checking account activity:
Mar 31 EOM balance
Receipts
Subtotal
Expenditures
Apr 30 EOM balance

6064.50
223.00
6287.50
655.56
5631.94

Savings account activity:
1. Bank of America 04/20/92 14845.58
2. American Savings 5/12/92 9954.15
24799.73

May 1 to May 31, 1992

Savings account activity:
1. Bank of America 05/18/92 14925.00
2. American Savings 6/11/92 9954.15
24879.15

from the May '92 Foundation for Amateur
Radio 'Auto-Cai/'-K4LMB Editor

Repeater fund:
Balance as of 1/10/92

for the year July 1, '92 thru June 30, '93

Regular Member .................... $24
Family Member .............. Add $15
Absentee Member .................. $16
(Outside of NCDXC Area)

Apr 1 to Apr 30, 1992

The ARRL DXCC Desk has announced that
DXCC applicants no longer need to list data
from QSL cards on the back side of the
DXCC application form - for either
endorsements or new awards, including
Five-Band DXCC.
Only when QSL cards are checked in the
field must the information from QSL cards
be filled in. The DXCC Desk does ask that
applicants use the latest version of the form,
a copy of which is included with recent
editions of the DXCC Countries List.

Dues are Due July 1
Annual Dues schedule:

Treasurer's
Report

Club By-Laws require those whose dues are
not received by September 1 to be put on
inactive status. To reactivate membership, a
person must submit a Reinstatement
Application and subsequently be voted back
in by the general membership.
Your club officers serve you voluntarily,
but they may feel a bit put upon by the
unnecessary work the reinstatement
procedure requires. And if you miss, you
won't be in the next roster. So, since it takes
no more time to pay today than later, why
not do it right now?
~

Checking account activity:
Apr 30 EOM balance
Receipts
Subtotal
Expenditures
May 31 EOM balance

5631.94
912.00
6543.94
1798.74
4745.20

1605.60

Tiny Lamp
Protects
Receiver
by Edwin Brown, W2PAU

To protect your receiver's input circuitry in a
high-RF environment (such as multioperator contesting), solder a grain-of-wheat
bulb in the antenna line inside the rig to act
as a fuse. The resistance will be low when
the filament is cold, and the bulb will bum
out if too much RF gets into the circuit. The
Radio Shack 272-1139 bulb (1.5 volts at 25
rnA) is a good choice.
from the Mar. '92 Austin ARC AARCOVER
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Presentation at June Meeting:

Wally of PG&E Talks About Line Noise
by Dave, AF6S, from notes taken at the June meeting by Susan, KA6SEH

Gary, NI6T, introduced Wally thus:

Few among us have avoided hearing that
buzzer from hell in our earphones.
Sometimes it pops up on the weekends
during a major DX contest. Unless you have
underground power lines or are out in the
country, you sometimes have the problem
and it can be frustrating.
During one such episode, I met tonight's
guest. The power pole in front of my house
was the culprit. I contacted the local utility
(PG&E) expecting to get, "I don't know, I
don't care, get out of my life." Instead, a blue
truck showed up in my yard and out stepped
someone who soon became my friendWally Hanifin. Not only was he willing and
able to find the problem , he stayed here
while the crew fixed it- to make sure it was
done right.

Wally Hanifin's presentation:
When I started; 16 Mega-Hertz could have
been on the moon. A technician who was a
ham made two antennas for me, one for 174
and one for 800 MHz. They gave us an old
van earmarked for the junk pile and assigned
two linemen. One drove while the other held
the 174 MHz antenna out the door, trying to
find the noise.
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Since then, I've learned a lot about power
leaks. This is for directional finding when
you get the noise source located down to one
or two poles (slide of a UHF yagi mounted
on a rifle stock). It's for 800 MHz and was
made in Connecticut. I got in from someone
in San Francisco.
This caused television interference (slide
of pole, guy-wire touching the neutral).
The power company has made some
improvements in the last seven years. Crossarm support bolts always got loose (slide
showing cross-arm and support brackets).
Corrosion on a bolt acts as an insulator. Both
ends of a cross arm get energized and create
sparking.
They tried a wimpy spring clip and it
didn't work. Three months ago they started
installing one that costs three times as much
(shown, a U-shaped bolt tensioner, robust
looking). This should help.
All three wires are hot (three-phase 2700
Volts-answer to question). Now they drill
all the way through the pole and put a springclip on the opposite side. Interference due to
hardware getting loose should be reduced
because the spring clips keep it tight.

Q: Does PG&E have a routine maintenance program?
A: Sure. When something falls down, we
put it back up.
Another tool, called a line sniffer, can
pinpoint exactly where the noise is coming
from (slide). It has a [directional] mike and a
speaker so you can hear the corona. The
"gun" gets you to the pole and the sniffer
gets you to the problem area on the pole.
Changing from a cross-arm construction
to a triangle construction, insulators have
one less joint, and it's not porcelain but
rubber (slide). This new system has been
working out well so far.
Q:

Are noise complaints the motivation
for changing?

A:

It's a factor, but the existing installations are getting old anyway and need
to be replaced.

Q:

What is life expectance of these things?

A:

It depends on location- very short near
the seashore, for instance.

Q: Your (oxidation) problem seems
similar to that on antennas. Have you
tried using anti-oxidation compound?
A:

I work for a large company. You can't
expect us to get it right the first time.
Most of the time, moving the clip
around cleans up the problem.

There's no down-guy on the slack span, but
the loose (non-tensioned) hardware creates
noise (slide of a "slack span" and another of
a "hard dead end."). They correct this with
new porcelain insulators, which are quiet if
under enough tension.
Sometimes, to prevent a problem, springs
can be installed or stainless steel brushes.
But a brush is only good for three years, and
a clip for five. A new system for slack wires
uses a heavy-duty insulator (slide).

Wally Hanifin
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Q: When you call in to report a noisy pole,
how long does it take a crew to
respond?
A: Sometimes within a week, a montheven a year. They don't have a system

Is PG&E interested in fixing this
because they're losing power or mostly
for public relations.
A: Public relations and to comply with
new FCC standards.

radio, antenna switch, and a spectrum
analyzer with its display visible).
The spectrum analyzer comes in real
handy when you're looking for a TV preamp
on the TV antenna.

Q: Is PG&E responding to non-Amateur
complaints about noise?

Does it pick
up your own
ignition
noise?
A: It's a diesel.
We got rid
of the first
van, which
had a gas
engine.
Q: Does noise
change
depending
on time of
day?
A: Garry's
problem was
typical. His
noise started
about half an Wally, with his wife Shirley, accepting the "First Annual Wally
hour after
Award" from Garry,NI6T
sun hit the
like a butcher shop, where you just take
pole, then disappeared after sunset.
a number and wait your tum.
My way of finding the right pole is to first
tune to the lowest frequency where I can hear Q: Is this such a low-priority item?
the interference-usually about 60 Mega- A: Yes. When you have people without
lights, or even with flickers, they'll
Hertz. Then, as I locate the area, I listen on
divert
a crew off interference problems.
higher frequencies.
When I get to the base of a problem pole, I When a crew goes out, they follow standards
can hear it on 800 MHz but it won't be on what to fix. The new standards book
steady. Sometimes it quits just before I find that's out now calls for them to fix
it, so I have to wait.
everything once they're at a problem pole.
I have counted over 38 places on a pole
that can cause interference (slide of PG&E Q: Is a ham's opinion as to which poles
are problems useful to you?
training manual-diagram of a typical pole,
A: Yes. I'd also like to know beam
locating eight causes of interference).
headings and time of day-when the
Q: How long does it take for a crew to
interference is worst-especially if it's
replace the tension-clips on a pole?
intermittent. With that information, I'm
way ahead.
A: Youcan'tjustdothat. Youmustfind
everything on the pole that's making
Q: What equipment in a typical home
noise or you'll be back in a couple of a
causes noise?
months. It takes more time to find the
A: Almost everything. (Some answers
right pole and get a crew out than to fix
were contributed by the audienceit, so we try to be thorough. Each case
alarm systems, bug zappers, touch
is different, though.
~
lamps, track lighting.)

A: Yes, mainly television interference. A
typical consumer gets a new TV and a
new antenna and still has spots running
across his picture, so he complains.
Q: What percent of complaints are from
hams vs. TV watchers?
A: In this area its close to 50-50. There are
lots of hams here. I cover from
Stanford to Skyline, Los Gatos, and
from the bay across to southern San
Jose and Campbell.

I tried to report a power leak near my
house twice and got no response. How
can I get hold of you?
A: Call 725-2203.

Q:

PG&E in the last six years has been getting
~ more and more into handling complaints.
We're supposed to handle 80 percent of
complaints. If you get no response in your
area, call San Francisco. The squeaky wheel
gets the attention.
When I first started doing noise location
for a utility in Florida, we'd get complaints
from commercial radio stations and it would
take half a day of driving around to find the
problem. Now that seems ridiculous. Also,
we'd tighten some bolts to fix a problem and
two months later we'd be back to the same
pole, to try something else. One month later
we'd be back again. We didn't know what
we were doing.
A lot of equipment has come out in the last
10 years to help the utility companies find
and fix noise problems, and a lot has been
written recently on the problem.
We watched this line and it was quiet for
about an hour before it started to act up (slide
of a 230 KV line-the one that's causing
Tom, NW6P, problems). It's hard to fix, too.
When they got me a new van, the
company let me install wherever equipment
I wanted. It has an RV antenna on the roof
"'.•·· ·(slide taken inside Wally's truck-looks like
[
· a mobile radio station. Kenwood 2000
receiver, Yaesu R9600, telephone, company

July 1992
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At June Meeting:

UA3AOC and RA3AA Tell of "August Coup"
by Dave, AF6S, and Susan, KA6SEH

Dick, N6RC, and Gene, RA3AA

Dick, N6RC, introduced Peter, UA3AOC,
and Gene, RA3AA. Peter and Gene each
gave a short description of their roles in the
great event that took place in the Russian
"White House" and their feelings about it
now. Peter spoke first.

Peter, UA3AOC, and Jim, W6CF

Peter, UA3AOC:
From the beginning of my Amateur career, I
have had a feeling towards Americansespecially W6s- that they are like gods
from somewhere. It's an unusual feeling to
be here and see you in person and to meet
you- a real pleasure.
I've been quite active for the last few years
in all sorts of expeditions in the high Arctic

LM

and other places, and I have used many
special call signs. I've gotten spoiled by
being a DX so when I'm back in Moscow
it's boring to be just an ordinary ham. I was
on the Soviet-Canadian polar skiing
expedition, signing 4K0DC and VC3DX.
We were working DX right from the top of
the world.
Armenia: when the earthquake happened
in 1989 I went there with other Amateurs to
help the rescue teams.
One year later I went on a sailing
expedition from Soviet territory to the
Svalberg Archipelago. We sailed in replicas
of ancient wooden Russian ships just 18 feet
long. The purpose of the mission was to
prove that Russian sailors of the 13th century
could have sailed to Spitzbergen and back.
Although we did it, I'm still doubtful
whether they could or would have made
such a trip. We endured storms with high
winds and waves higher
than the length of our
boats. We were lucky to
have made the trip
without loss of life.
You may wonder why
we are in The States. In
August of last year a
small group of old guard
Communists tried to
relapse back to Communism. All of use who
happened to be in
Moscow at that time were
caught in the heart of the
developments. From the
first hours of the coup,
when I heard what was
happening, I couldn't stay home.
I went downtown to learn more.
Something made me go to the White House,
where the resistance would soon take place. I
had no intention of volunteering my
Amateur Radio skills. I just worked with the
other people building barricades until
darkness came. But at the bonfire I realized I
could help more as a ham. I managed to get
inside the White House, where I found

people wanted to communicate with the
outside world. Their only means were
telephone lines that they feared the plotters
might cut at any time.
So, with help from other Radio Amateurs
who also happened to be there, I smuggled
some equipment inside and was able to get
on the air that first night. One homebrew
transceiver of the UW3CI type was there. It

Peter, UA3AOC

is so flexible we were able to put it on AM on
the shortwave broadcast bands, so people in
nearby parts of Moscow could hear and
understand what was happening.
The second day passed quickly. Then
came that crucial night. Nobody knows yet
what happened. Some say it was an attack.
Others claim troops moving along just collided with demonstrators. I was inside the
building along with seven other Amateurs
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as the R3A operation started, the KGB
arrived at the Central Radio Club and
began pressing club officials for the
names and addresses of the White
House operators.·Fortunately they
could not help-they knew nothing.
Q: Did you meet Nf2X in the White
house?
A: No, he was in Siberia when the coup
happened. He had trouble getting out of
Russia because of the trouble, though.

Gene, RA3AA:
It's a miracle that we are here. Many years
ago I thought it was a miracle just to get a
W6 on single-sideband.
and could only hear the commotion outside.
We could see tracers in the dark. At that
moment I would have preferred to be
outside, where I could see what was
happening, rather than inside. We waited for
--,morning, counting the hours, because
nobody could believe the White House
would not come under attack. None of us
would have believed the end would be so
peaceful.
Quite a long time has passed since August
and it's hard to remember what it was like. In
CQ magazine (November '91) you could
read my article. I wrote it only a couple of
weeks after the event and my emotions were
far fresher then. But if anyone has any
specific questions I will be happy to answer.
Q: Why are you in America?
A: We are here as a direct result of my
article in CQ. The organizers of
HAMCOM in Dallas invited me and
the others who participated in R3A
operations.
Q: Who issued the R3A callsign?
A: Nobody! It happened in the first
moments of operation-a 10-minute
discussion of what call sign to use. The
R3A callsign was born then, at that
moment. Nobody was willing to
indicate his personal callsign- too
risky. Our fears were not exaggerated.
Later, when I went to the Central Radio
Club (Box 88), I was told that as soon
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I'm really pleased to see some real oldtimers here-30, 40, 50, or even more years
with Amateur Radio. All of them are like
me: sitting at the transceiver, pushing
buttons, crying something in the mike, etc.
What for? I would say I don't knowcollecting DXCC countries, DXpeditions,
spending difficult hours during the contest.
Why? Nobody knows.
It appears our skills could prove usefulmaybe. Our participation in the White House
proved to be great fun, but not useful. In the
White House they had a couple of telephones
and could place calls with no problems.
They even had a big laser-fax.
Since the phone lines belonged to the
Prime Minister, Mr. Yeltsin figured he could
call anywhere and get through without the
hundreds of attempts it would take from his
home phone. He called his mom and asked
her to give him the fax number of Dick
Ehrhom. She looked through the received
faxes and found Dick's fax number.
Yeltsin wrote a few words about
Gorbachov being back in Moscow and sent a

fax off to Dick. Dick was quite surprised to
get a fax from the Prime Minister of the
Russian Republic.
Radio was not as useful as that other
equipment in the White House. (The ham
station would have been crucial, of
course, had the
KGB done their
job and cut the
lines. Gene is
more than a bit
modest--ed.)
The situation
in Russia is not
stable. I can't
predict what
will happen
even in one
week's time.
Managers at Sun Microsystems keep
asking me for projections for one or even
two years out, but I don't know what will
happen next week!
All Amateurs wiii help us win this
struggle because we know that if we call,
someone will answer. That's important and I
want to say thank you for your support.
For example, an American ham friend of
mine in Germany has participated in
emergency communications for many years.
He and I connect regularly by packet. If
something important had to be communicated to the West, it could be done
immediately via this route.
I am absolutely certain that, if some
emergency made it necessary, someone
~
would answer my call-quickly.
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CW's Demise?
byAF6S
CW has served us well o'er the years
And on its decline, some shed a few tears.
As we recall the long nights we keyed
and flew through space on a Morsian steed.
On those thin wings we all learned to fly,
To cruise the planet and join by and by
A sort of fraternity- like-minded soulsJoined in a bond of shared skills and goals.

by Dave Barton, AF6S
NCDXC member Josephine Clark,
WB6ZUC, didn't send in cards for her
R-100 Award when she had 100 oblasts
confirmed-enough to qualify. Not Jo. She
waited 'till she had all oblasts confirmed.
That's like waiting to apply for DXCC until
you qualify for honor roll!
In the picture, Jo proudly displays her
R-1 00 Award certificate and the
endorsement stickers confirming that she has
worked 'em all.
Can anyone top that?

Up the Blown . . .

from page 1

The chair has pockets for tools, a handytalkie, grease gun, soft drink, and whatever
else you might wish to take up the tower.
A trip to REI Sports yielded four
carabiners and a 25-foot length of climbing
rope, plus instructions on how to tie a "rock
climber's knot." I cut two 6-foot pieces from
the rope and tied carabiners to both ends of

each. Then I clipped
one of each rope, s
carabiners through a
chair-arm eyelet. These
safety ropes secure the
chair to the tower.
I cut a third length of rope and tied it
from one eyelet to the other, over my
shoulders. This rope keeps the chair in place

LM

Cause before the satellite spun its sequel
The ol' Morse code had no equal.
Ironically now, even ships disdain code;
They talk and nav in satellite mode.
Ships once used only their keys
To pass their messages-with routine ease,
And when distressed by storm or war threat
They called for help--by Morse, you bet.

before I get on the tower- acting like
suspenders. It's not essential, just a
convenient touch.
The two ropes with the carabiners provide
safety since I always keep at least one
clipped to the tower. I climb about three
steps, unfasten one, re-attach it three rungs
higher, then move the other one to the same
rung. When I reach the work area, I clip the
carabiners to a rung high enough
that I can sit in the chair while
werking. I'm comfortable
because most of my weight is on
my behind, not my feet.
I especially like the way the
bosun's chair allows me to
remain safely attached to the
tower even while climbing past
obstacles- beam booms, guy
rings, etc.
And after three years using a
bosun's chair, I would never go
back to a traditional climbing
belt. I mean, "How ya gonna
keep 'em down on the ground,
once they've seen my chair?"
My bosun's chair has blue
canvas that also covers the seat.
It's sturdy and comfortable. I think it cost me
about $100-the same as a good climbing
belt.
~

Commercial uses will very soon end,
Leaving just hams to call code their friend.
But no-coders soon will crowd ham bands,
And most will never talk with their hands.
But wait: that's not the truth, exactly;
Some use keyboards, whackety packety.
Some even leap technology's edges;
Bauding for ever higher-rate ledges.
No, they won't have the code in their bones;
Their dreams won't flutter with CW tones.
Their systems are faster and more precise;
But hard to love-not fuzzy, not nice.
And in crisis pray no chips get blownThat up-links go up, down-links go down;
That RAS- and CAS -lines get good pulses,
So RAM addresses aren't somewhere elses.
'Cause in times of stress, machines do fail,
Or operators hit wrong keys as they flail;
For as a system gets more complex,
Murphy finds more chances to hex.
That's why Morse resists Murphy's work;
It's simple, giving him no place to lurk.
So watch AMTOR, packet and Clover.
Proliferate here and almost all over.
But when new modes you finally get,
Don't set aside that keyer- not yet.
'Cause Murphy'll strike, yes he'll trouble ya,
And then you'll need that good old CW.
-June 1992 (inspired by Paul N. Dane ·~ poem 'Ode to CW' in the May '92 Anne
Arundel RC's 'Ham Arundel News'-N3BMB
Editor)
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Hams in
UFO

Conspiracy?
by Tad Cook, KT7H
I saw something I found hilarious in a Seattle
bookstore-a book called The Energy Grid
1990-Harmonic 695- The Pulse of the
Universe by Bruce Cathie. In it, Cathie
describes how he has found a pattern to UFO
sightings when he plotted them on a map. He
theorizes they are kept aloft by "antigravitational forces at intersections of energy
lines" that become obvious on his map.
He went to the "intersections" and found
"other-worldly structures" which he believes
beam energy to the UFOs. Strangely enough,
his descriptions of these structures fit ham
cubical quads and yagis!

He eventually found that hams live at each
of the "structure" locations- leading him to
believe hams are involved in some giant
UFO conspiracy. As evidence, he cites the
impossibility that Amateur Radio operators
could build such advanced structures
without the help of aliens!
His encounters with hams have been
interesting. He regards them as strangepossibly from other planets.
I mused about what this nut would think of
the Dayton Hamvention. Come to think of it,
Dayton is near Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, where the tabloids claim the bodies of
space aliens they say were captured in New
Mexico in 1949 are kept.
So there you have it. I know our hobby is
strange, but ...
from the June '92 'Ham Arundel News' of
Maryland's Anne Arundel RC-Holly Bevan,
N3BMB Editor

Whence
Cometh 73?
Veteran telegrapher James Douglas Reid
was the first to use 73, calling it "the symbol
of fraternity."
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland in March of
1819, Reid and his family emigrated to
Toronto where he became a close personal
friend of Professor Samuel Morse- from
whom he learned telegraphy.
Reid eventually became Superintendent of
several small telegraph companies which
were subsequently absorbed by the Western
Union company.
Working for Western Union in
Pittsburgh, Reid employed a young man
named Andrew Carnegie as a telegrapher
and messenger boy- yes, the same Carnegie
who went on to become a high railroad
official and then a steel magnate.
from 'Dots and Dashes,' Vol. XX, No. 1the quarterly journal of the Morse Telegraph
Club's Grand Chapter in Chicago.

Local Steam
by Bob Underwood, AA6BT
Okay, not everyone is into trains, but I know
some of you are. The 1992 convention of the
National Railroad Historical Society will be
held in San Jose July 22 to 26.
The event features visiting locomotives!
Southern Pacific's Daylight 4449, "the
world's most beautiful locomotive," will be
down from Portland and Union Pacific's
3985, the largest currently-operable steam
locomotive (a 4-6-6-4 with drive-wheels
over six feet in diameter) will be here too.
Both will bring trains with them to San Jose.
Lots of information is available. One good
source is the Flimsies Magazine hotline,
805/499-5574 or 805/499-6071.
from the June-July '92 'EMARC Relay' of
the Electronic Museum ARC-N6QHD and
KB6ZHM Co-editors
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Two Meter Band Explodes Amateur
Mt. St. Lishnus ObseNatory, ldy, Ohio
In a special news conference, Dr. A vruell u.
Harnishe, Chairman of the GEARY AK
Scientific Studies Committee, announced
the recent explosion of the two meter band.
The blast, at 11:03 AM EDT, measured 9.2
on the Richtorong scale.
Hundreds of hams operating on the band
at the time of the explosion were injured
when their equipment caught fire. According
to Dr. Harnishe, the violent rupture sent
pieces of the shattered band into orbit.
Debris continues to fall through the ether,
putting all radio frequencies at risk from
collision with two meter band fragments.
The Federal Communications Commission issued a statement calling the
situation "extremely dangerous." FCC
Spokesman Ralph R. Spiffee said the two
meter band had been "utterly destroyed
throughout the nation and perhaps the
world." He warned radio operators to stay
away from their sets until the debris cloud
settles and said, "Although none have been
reported yet, I wouldn't be surprised if there
were fatalities among radio operators."
Dr. Hamishe told reporters, "It's too soon
to assess long-term effects of the disaster,
but two meters was certainly damaged
beyond repair. We believe the explosion
originated on the West Coast and propagated
rapidly eastward," he continued. "The shock
wave was powerful enough to make RF
momentarily visible as it passed overhead."
"But the most distressing aspect of this
tragedy is that it could have been avoided.
Five years ago we warned people two meters
would blow up, but nobody heeded our
warnings," Dr. Harnishe said.
In 1984, the Scientific Studies Committee
reported increasing use and transmitter
power levels were raising pressure within the
band as more energy was being put in than
was being taken out. Dr. Hamishe explained,
"Sensitive modern receivers require very
small levels of RF power to produce
readable signals."
Far more energy was being transmitted
into the band than was being removed,
causing a dramatic and inexorable rise in

pressure. To prevent the otherwise inevitable
explosion, he had suggested that amateur
radio operators just listen on two meters for
at least six months- without transmitting.
His so-called "no-transmit rule" would have
allowed pressure to fall gradually to a safe
level, saving the band.
Unfortunately, operators failed to heed Dr.
Harnishe's advice. "Maybe they simply
didn't believe this natural resource was finite
and exhaustible," he speculated. The result is
a disaster of such magnitude it makes the 20
meter fire of a decade ago pale into
insignificance in comparison.
from the GEARVAK Bulletin, Vo/29, #1

Aieyol1 anactive member

.The kind that would be missed
Qr areyoujust contented, with
your name upon the list?
Do youattelld the meetings, aJ1d ·.·.
·
Mingle with the crowd
Ordoyoujust stay home
And gripe both long and loud?
))(}you acta part
To help the cluhalong
Or are yOu satisfied, as
Onewhojust belollgs?
Do you go to visit
A lllember who is sick
Or leave that to a few, and
· Talkaboutthe clique?
1'hereis a Brogram sche<lllle
· <fha(means success if<lone,
· An~ it can be accomplished
)Vith help from everyone. ·
So start attending meetings
<And help with hand and Mart.
· Don'tbejusiamember;
Take an active part!

Radio's
Strange
Ratios
by Ron Levy, K2AIO
Have you noticed the strange ratios,
proportions, and relationships associated
with Amateur Radio? They are particularly
evident in DXing, but can be found in all
phases of the hobby. A few examples will
illustrate what I'm talking about.
The difficulty of working a DX station is
proportional to your need for it. You can
typically contact a DX station you don't
need on the fust call; but if it's a country you
lack, you '11 have a helluva time.
It makes no difference whether you spot
your signal or how you handle timing. You
may eventually succeed, but it will take
longer, and your frustration will soar higher
than it would if you didn't need the contact.
Another factor is QRM; it's proportional
to your need, of course. Atmospherics act the
same way; there's always a static crash just
as the DX is sending the next callsign, so you
can't tell whether it's yours.
And some idiot "traffic cop," with a 30over-S9 signal, always tries to clear the DX's
transmit frequency just as the DX sends the
next callsign- so you can't tell if it's yours.
Here's one that makes me smile: the more
you dislike another DXer, the sooner he or
she will work the DX you need- and he or
she doesn't need it (perhaps explaining the
way you feel).
Or how about this? A storm destroys your
antenna while you wait for a rare
DXpedition to a country you need. The
timing would do Hollywood proud. The
DXpedition arrives, gets on the air, and you
hear the DX signal as the wind picks up. By ~
the time you're ready to call, the wind is_
howling in your ears. Then the lights go out. continued on next page
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Much later, when the electricity comes on,
your SWR is off-scale and, looking outside,
you find parts of your antenna strewn all
over the yard. For the repairs, you need new
parts, and by the time you get and install
them, the DXpeditioners have gone home.
An inverse relationship exists between
your competence at repairing something and
its likelihood of failing. If you're good at
mechanical things, it will be the electronic
things that fail and vice-versa.
Battery-operated devices have minds of
their own, operating according to some
corollary to Murphy's Law. For instance, the
moment you badly need your HT to work, its
batteries will always be dead.
Tools do something similar. If a job
requires one special tool, that tool is the one
you misplaced. And the only way to make it
come out of hiding is to go buy another one.
Computers are touted as problem solvers
and paper savers. But they have failed to
solve my problems and, since getting my
first computer, my paper usage has increased
dramatically. Further, my computers have
created a whole new raft of problems all their
own. Computers keep so busy worrying
about viruses, hard-disk crashes, and
creating empty files that they couldn't care
about their user's needs.
One day my office computer decided to
"lock up." If you're not familiar with
computer lock-up it's when, no matter what
mere humans do, a computer won't
respond- like a rebellious child. The only
solution is to tum off the power and then tum
it back on, a "cold re-boot." Of course this
makes it forget everything you just spent an
hour typing in.
Lock-up never occurs when a computer is
doing unimportant, trivial tasks. Oh no, it
picks its moment for a tantrum with great
care, losing only the most important files.
I'm sure you're well aware that household
appliances and automobiles do similar
things, but I've limited this discussion to
hamming and computers. I know you could
contribute anecdotes along the same lines.
from the North Jersey DX Association
'NJDXA Newsletter' for April '92-K2AIO
Editor
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Bring Back

License Fees

by Lee Green, KFBMO

In 1971 my first ham license cost $20, a
chunk of change then. Later the fee dropped
to $4, then disappeared entirely. So did
courteous operating on the bands ...
Hunters and fishermen are unique in
having lobbied and voted for taxes on
themselves (the Pittman-Robertson and
Dingell-Johnson levies on hunting and
fishing equipment) and for license fees.
They did it right, too; the dollars are
earmarked for their sports and cannot be
spent for other purposes. These dollars have
given them great influence as constituencies
of the relevant agencies-far more influence
than the ARRL's jawboning about 'rights'
has won for hams.
So maybe a few bucks in license fees and a
small tax on ham gear, earmarked for ham
enforcement and enhancement, could do the
same for hams--establish us as a powerful
constituency of the FCC.
from the Austin ARC Mar. '92 'AARCOVER'

High
Cascades
Hamfair
The Central Oregon Radio Amateurs will
host a hamfest at Mt. Bachelor Lodge near
Bend August 8. The one-day fair will feature
VEC exams, ARES and TOPS events,
commercial exhibits, a flea market, a 2meter fox-hunt, and ski-lift rides to the top of
Mt. Bachelor. There will be displays of
QRP, packet, and DX antennas.
At-the-door registration is $7; preregistration is $5, and those postmarked July
15 or earlier will be entered in the preregistration drawing for a Butternut HF6-VS
vertical. There will also be hourly drawings
at the fair and a grand prize (to be
announced).
To register, contact Don Harrington,
N7ION, 69706 West Meadow Parkway,
Sisters, OR 97759 503/549-7951.
Talk-infrequency: 147.060 (+)

Light Shed on RF Light Bulb
mfo from ARRL packet bulletins
A new light bulb, called the E-Lamp, has
been announced by Intersource Technologies of San Jose, CA. According to USA
Today (June 3, 1992) early prototypes
caused interference to radios and TV sets,
but Chief Engineer Don Pezzolo claimed to
have solved the problem of leaking radio
waves-though he refused to say how.
The RF-powered light bulbs are not in
production, nor are engineering samples
available at this time.
Intersource claims the new lights will
meet FCC Part 15 requirements for
incidental interference, but hams have
shown concern. Some in Silicon Valley have
even offered to "beta test" the lights.
Intersource spokesman Tom Moore said
the new lights operate on a frequency of
13.56 MHz "within the industrial, scientific,
and medical band."
Mr. Moore said the devices produce about
the same amount of light on 25 Watts as

incandescent bulbs on 100 Watts. He said
the bulbs use a crystal oscillator, power
amplifier, and a "coil-type antenna" to
"couple energy into a mercury vapor
plasma." Ultra-violet radiation from RFexcited mercury ions strike a phosphor
coating to produce visible light- as in a
fluorescent light. (Mr. Moore didn't mention
the effect of radiated power or power lost in
the electronics on overall efficiency -ed.)
Other companies involved are American
Electric Power of Columbus, OH and Diablo
Research of Sunnyvale, CA.
A spokesman for General Electric's
Lighting Division quoted in the Washington
Post said GE felt the idea wasn't yet
marketable. He cited several concerns
including possible interference with radio
receiving systems.
The ARRL technical department plans to
test sample bulbs as soon as the new lights
are made available by Intersource. The
company hasn't given a delivery date.
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1OOW HF Gen Cov Transceiver
DDS, QSK • 500Hz CW Filter inciuded
CALL FOR LOW PRICE
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MA-550~

FT-415/FT-815
2 Mtr
440 Mhz
2W 2M/1.5W 440
5W optional
Direct DC input
Built-in VOX, 41 Mem.
FT-411
DTMF paging, CTCSS built-in .ZM HT

Call or visit HRO and check out
the new Kenwood 950 SOX

MA-40
40' Tubular Tower
REG. $809 SALE $629

SALE! CALL FOR PRICE

]O!Il

(Shown with optional SM-230 & SW-2100)

/

1OOW HF Transceiver
General Coverage Rece iver
Maximum Operation Flexib ility

SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
S10 Ll\'1GIIC8 txp1 JY 102
(408) /j(i-g 1%
(800) 8'>4-6046

NEW 150W MOSFET Finals • Voice Keyer Optional
NEW OSP on BX + TX • NEW CW Memory Keyer
NEW CW Filter in Sub-Band Receiver
NEW RM-1 Included • NEW S Meter for Sub-Band
General Coverage RX • Built-In AC Supply

',.,

Standard 2.5W; 49 Mem
2m/140 to 174 MHz
EXTENDED RECEIVE

55' Tubular Tower
Handles 10 SQ. ft. at 50 mph
Pleases neighbors with
tubular streamlined look
REG. $1369 SALE $999

·

~ TX-455 Sale$1389
55' Freestanding Crank-Up
Handles 18 SQ. ft. at 50 mph
No guying required
Extra-strength construction
Can add raising and
motor drive accessories·

Towers Rated to EIA Specifications
Other Models at Great Prices!

SHOWN WITH
OPTIONAL
ROTOR BASE

